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Abstract
The dijet signature at the LHC is studied in new physics models for the top
forward–backward asymmetry at the Tevatron. In the t-mediator models, flavor-changing
interactions contribute to the dijet production cross section as well as the asymmetry at
least at the one-loop level. It is found that the LHC dijet measurements at 36pb−1 have
constrained the Z 0 coupling larger than 2.5–3. The sensitivity is expected to be improved
significantly as the integrated luminosity increases in the LHC.
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Introduction

Anomalies of the forward–backward (FB) asymmetry of top quark pair production have been
reported by the Tevatron experiments. The asymmetry is measured by reconstructing the tt̄
events from the semi-leptonic decay channels, where either t or t̄ decays leptonically and the
other hadronically, or the di-lepton channels. The rapidity distribution of the reconstructed
top and anti-top quarks defines the FB asymmetry,
AFB =

#events(∆y > 0) − #events(∆y < 0)
,
#events(∆y > 0) + #events(∆y < 0)

(1)

where ∆y is the rapidity difference between t and t̄. The measured data depend on details of
detector. After correcting for (unfolding) detector effects and acceptance, the asymmetry is
inferred at the parton (production) level, which is comparable to the Standard Model (SM)
prediction. The measurement of the discrepancy of the experimental data from the SM value
is a key to uncover evidence for physics beyond the SM.
The FB asymmetry has been measured in several decay modes. The tt̄ reconstruction
based on the semi-leptonic channels provides the inclusive parton-level FB asymmetry AFB =
0.158 ± 0.072 ± 0.017 from the CDF experiment [1], and AFB = 0.196 ± 0.060+0.018
−0.026 from the
D0 [2], which correspond to the integrated luminosity 5.3 fb−1 and 5.4 fb−1 respectively. The
CDF also measured the asymmetry in the di-lepton channel, AFB = 0.42 ± 0.15 ± 0.05, at
the parton level with 5.1 fb−1 [3]. Averaging these three results, the asymmetry becomes
AFB = 0.20 ± 0.05

(CDF + D0),

where the statistical and systematic uncertainties are combined in quadrature.

(2)
This is

compared with the SM prediction,
AFB = 0.0724+0.0106
−0.0072

(SM),

(3)

at the NLO+NNLL level with MSTW2008 set of the Parton Distribution Functions (PDFs)
and mt = 173.1 GeV [4]. Thus, the experimental result is larger than the SM prediction at
the 2.5σ level. Although electroweak corrections enhance the SM value by ∼ 10% [5], the
discrepancy is still larger than 2σ.1
A large asymmetry has been reported from the D0 in the leptonic channels of the tt̄
decays. Defining the leptonic asymmetry A`,pp̄
FB in terms of the event numbers for q` y` , where
1

The discrepancy may be enhanced in specific regions of ∆y and/or Mtt̄ . The experimental results tend
to show a larger asymmetry for large Mtt̄ , though it agrees with the SM prediction if the CDF and D0 data
are combined.
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q` and y` are the charge and rapidity of the lepton, the data show [2]
+0.010
A`,pp̄
FB = 0.152 ± 0.038−0.013

(D0)

(4)

at the parton level. This is deviated by more than the 3σ level from the SM prediction,
A`,pp̄
FB = 0.021±0.001, which is estimated at the NLO level by using the MC@NLO package [6].
These large FB asymmetries may indicate contributions to the top sector from physics
beyond the SM (BSM models). It is important to study such BSM models from the aspect
of LHC signatures. In this letter, we focus on measurements of the dijet production cross
section at the LHC.
For scenarios where the large FB asymmetries are sufficed by mediating a new particle
¯ and tt̄ (s-channel mediator models [7, 8]), the dijet
at the s-channel between uū (or dd)
measurements have provided a constraint at the tree level, leading to predictions of
characteristic structures such as couplings or decay width of the mediator (see e.g. [9]).
If the asymmetry is due to t-channel exchange of a new particle which couples to the
top and light quarks (t-channel mediator models [8, 10–14]), the dijet measurement is not
restrictive at the tree level as long as the mediator does not couple to a pair of the light
quarks. However, the relevant flavor changing interactions generally contribute to the dijet
cross section, σpp→jj , in loop levels (see diagrams in Fig. 2). In this letter, we study signature
of the t-channel mediator models in the LHC dijet cross section measurement at the one-loop
level.

2

Models

The top FB asymmetry has been studied extensively in BSM models (see [15, 16] for
comprehensive studies, and [17] for models with flavor symmetry). The t-channel (or uchannel) mediator models are phenomenologically classified into the following two types: the
vector and scalar mediator models. The vector mediator which couples to the u and t quarks
is known to be (flavor-changing) Z 0 , while that couples to d instead of u is the W 0 boson.
These models are favored because they yield positive effects on the asymmetry. The scalar
mediators are characterized by the color charge of the mediator and the light quark to which
the mediator couples. In this letter, we concentrate on the vector models, and the scalar ones
will be mentioned later.
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Figure 1: The LO diagram which contributes to AFB in models with a t-channel vector
mediator. The initial quarks are u-quarks for Z 0 -model and d-quarks for W 0 -model.

2.1

Flavor changing Z 0 model

The flavor changing Z 0 boson model is proposed as [10]

LNP = λZµ0 ūγ µ PR t + h.c. + U λZµ0 ūi γ µ PR ui ,

(5)

where λ is a coupling constant which is relevant for the top FB asymmetry, originally called
gX in Ref. [10], and the U term is a small flavor-diagonal interaction (U  1) to avoid
like-sign top quark events, i.e. pp̄ → Z 0 Z 0 → (ūt)(ūt).
In this letter, we will adopt this model but with ignoring U term:

Z 0 -model : LNP = λ Zµ0 ūγ µ PR t + h.c. .

(6)

This interaction contributes to the top FB asymmetry. The lowest-order (LO) contribution
is presented in Fig. 1. This model also induces the dijet scattering, uu → uu, in the LHC
at the one-loop level. The LO contribution is O(λ4 ) and/or O(λ2 gs2 ). We will focus on the
parameter space where λ is as large as O(1), and thereby O(λ4 ) contributions dominate,
which is shown in Fig. 2.
The U term also contributes to the dijet process at the tree level, which interferes with the
λ contribution. Since this depends on details of the U term, we will discard the contribution
for simplicity. We also ignore the coupling between Z 0 and left-handed quarks. This is
because it accompanies a Z 0 –dL –bL interaction, which must be small to avoid superfluous
contributions to Bd − Bd mixing. It also gives extra contributions to the dijet cross section
and tightens the dijet constraints severe. So it is well ignored as long as λ is large.

2.2

Flavor changing W 0 model

The Lagrangian of a flavor changing W 0 boson model [11] is
W 0 -model :


¯ µ PR t + h.c. .
LNP = λ Wµ0 dγ
4

(7)
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Figure 2: New vector boson contributions to the dijet cross section in pp collision, where q
is the u-quark for Z 0 model and the d-quark for W 0 .
where we ignore the interactions between W 0 and left-handed quarks as well as the Z 0 -model.
The LO contribution to AFB in this model is similar to the Z 0 case as shown in Fig. 1, and
the diagrams of the dijet scattering are in Fig. 2.
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Observables

We study the dijet process in the above two models. These models involve flavor-changing
interactions with the mediator, which are necessary to induce large AFB .

Under such

interactions, the light quarks are scattered into a dijet final state by exchanging the mediator
and the top quark at the radiative level, as shown in Fig. 2
The angular distribution of the inclusive dijet production cross section σpp→jj is sensitive
to the new physics contributions. Whereas the SM prediction of the dijet distribution for
the angular variable χ ≡ (1 + | cos θ|)/(1 − | cos θ|) is relatively flat, the BSM contributions
are likely to peak at low χ. The CMS collaboration published two measurements for the
dijet angular distribution of pp-collisions at ECM = 7 TeV [18, 19], both of which correspond
to 36 pb−1 experimental data, and both are in good agreement with the prediction of
perturbative QCD. The similar result was obtained by the ATLAS collaboration [9]. The
present result and future expectation are discussed for the BSM models.
The inclusive FB asymmetry of the top quark is estimated in the same parameter
space with assuming that the above (flavor-changing) Lagrangians dominate the new physics
contributions to AFB . Also, another constraint is considered in this letter: the differential
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cross section dσ/dMtt̄ of tt̄ production in pp̄ collisions, which is reported by the CDF
collaboration [20] using integrated luminosity of 2.7 fb−1 at ECM = 1.96 TeV, and is consistent
with the SM prediction.

4

Method

The BSM models are handled by utilizing FeynRules 1.5 [21]. They are plugged to MadGraph
5.0 [22] to generate events and calculate the asymmetry and the tt̄ cross section. The
simulation is based on the LO QCD calculation, and CTEQ6L1 [23] is used as the PDF.
In the analysis, the K-factors are not introduced both for the SM and BSM cross sections.
Since the observables in this letter are defined by ratios of the cross sections except for
dσ/dMtt̄ , a part of NLO corrections are canceled between the SM and BSM. On the other
hand, since the NLO contributions would increase the tt̄ cross section, the constraint from
dσ/dMtt̄ is considered to be conservative.
In calculation of the dijet angular distribution we use FeynArts 3.6 [24], FormCalc 7.1
and Looptools 2.6 [25] along with FeynRules. The SM contribution is calculated at the LO
(tree) level with the PDF CTEQ6L1, while the BSM contribution is calculated at one-loop level
with the PDF CT10 [26]. The dijet angular distributions in the BSM models are tested by
the χ2 -method. In the test, instead of comparison between the LHC experimental results and
the BSM estimation, which needs full SM NLO calculation, we compare the BSM estimation
(one-loop level BSM + tree level SM) with the tree-level SM calculated values for simplicity,
using uncertainties borrowed from the experimental results. To validate this procedure, it is
checked that the SM LO calculation matches the experimental results. Although there remain
certain deviations between the SM LO and experimental values especially in small rapidity
regions, which can be sufficed by NLO correction, the CMS experimental results [18, 19] are
reproduced by this method.
The present CMS results correspond only to 36 pb−1 data, while the integrated luminosity
is growing rapidly. Such a large set of data reduces uncertainties and improves the sensitivity
to the BSM contributions. Thus, we additionally derive an expectation of the dijet constraint
p
for 5 fb−1 data by reducing the statistical uncertainties by the factor 5 fb−1 /36 pb−1 ' 11.8,
whereas the systematic uncertainties are, conservatively, kept the same as the 36 pb−1 case.
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5

Results

Z 0 model
We display the asymmetry AFB in Fig. 3. The pink region describes a ±1σ band from the
experimental results, Eq. (2). The cross section constraint and the dijet constraint are shown
as black- and blue-shaded region, respectively. Also the expected dijet constraint for 5 fb−1
CMS data is displayed as a blue-dashed line.
Here we would like to emphasize the importance of the dijet constraint. Even in our
analysis based on published 36 pb−1 measurements, the dijet constraint slightly exceeds the
cross section constraint in a region. When the CMS accumulates much more data, a vast
region in high-coupling range is expected to be judged from the dijet angular distribution
measurement.
W 0 model
For W 0 model, the inclusive asymmetry is displayed in Fig. 4.

A wide region of the

experimental band still remains valid in this model. The dijet constraint is not effective
at all because relevant quarks are not u-quark but d-quark.
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2

Conclusion and Discussion

The Tevatron experiments have reported anomalies in the measurements of the top FB
asymmetries. This may indicate BSM contributions to the top sector. In this letter, the
dijet process at the LHC was studied in several BSM models. The anomalous FB asymmetry
is explained by the flavor-changing couplings in the t-mediator models. It is emphasized that
the interactions inevitably contribute to the dijet production cross section at the one-loop
level. The BSM contributions become prominent in large dijet invariant mass and small
rapidity regions. It was found that they are comparable to the SM contribution when the
coupling λ is as large as O(1). The present LHC results have already constrained the region
λ & 2.5–3 for the Z 0 models, while there is no bound for the other BSM models.
Although the constraints look less restrictive, our used data correspond only to the
integrated luminosity 36 pb−1 , and the situation will improve significantly, because the
2
The scalar mediator can also give a positive contribution to the top FB asymmetry. We did the
dijet analysis for the models provided in the Refs. [12, 27]. The triplet scalar mediator predicts a positive
contribution, while it was found that the dijet constraint is weaker than the result in the W 0 models.
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Figure 3: AFB for the Z 0 -model. Experimental value Eq. (2) (±1σ) is the pink region.
Rejected region from dσtt̄ /dMtt̄ (with no K-factor) is shown as black-stripe, and dijet
constraints is as blue-border. Blue-dashed line shows an expected dijet constraint for a
5 fb−1 data of the CMS, where the region above the line will be covered.
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Figure 4: AFB for the W 0 -model; should be read as Fig. 3.
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luminosity of the LHC increases rapidly. Suppose that the inclusive FB asymmetry is larger
than 0.2, the deviation from the SM will be measured in the dijet cross section if Z 0 has a
mass larger than 800 GeV for 5 fb−1 with crude assumptions.
The discovery potential of the BSM models through the dijet signals is expected to be
improved as the luminosity and the center-of-mass energy are upgraded in the LHC. Since
the experimental uncertainties crucially determine the sensitivity, it is difficult to predict
something definite unless the real data will be published. Nevertheless, if the t-mediator
models contribute to the top FB asymmetry, they could be accessed at the LHC through
the dijet measurements especially when the mediator is heavy. We retain detailed studies for
future works.
Let us comment on the acceptance effects. The acceptance of the tt̄ reconstruction is
assumed to be the same as the SM in this letter. When the data is unfolded by the acceptance,
the CDF and D0 results assume that the top quarks have the same event distributions
especially for the rapidity as the SM. However, the acceptance can decrease in BSM models
[17, 28, 29]. In the vector t-mediator models, the top tends to lie in a large rapidity region,
where the acceptance of the semi-leptonic top decays drops rapidly. This is prominent if the
vector mediator is relatively light. Thus, the top FB asymmetry is considered to be diluted
in small mass regions. This can improve the sensitivity to the BSM models in the dijet signal
for the regions, because the coupling constant is required to be larger to explain AFB .
Lastly, we mention the other LHC signatures of the BSM models. The measurements
of the charge asymmetry of tt̄ at the LHC [30, 31] are tightly correlated with the top FB
asymmetry at the Tevatron [15,27,32–37]. Although the current results from the LHC are still
dominated by experimental uncertainties, the measurements will provide an important test
for the Tevatron results. Since the sensitivity to the BSM effects of the dijet process depends
on the models, it may be possible to distinguish them by measuring the dijet production
cross section if the anomaly will be confirmed.
The BSM models also contribute to the top measurements at the LHC such as those of
the tt̄ production cross section and the same-sign top production. They provide independent
signatures of the BSM models for the top FB asymmetry. Since the processes are different,
the sensitivities depend on details of the models. In fact, although the simple Z 0 models
for the top FB asymmetry are already excluded by the measurement of the same-sign top
production at the CMS [38], the constraint could be evaded, depending on the flavor structure
of the Z 0 couplings (see e.g. [17]). Thus, it is expected that the dijet analysis in this letter
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will provide a complimentary test of the BSM models in the LHC.
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